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QUESTION 1

What must a public hospital Security Administrator do to comply with new health-care legislation requirements for
logging all traffic accepted through the perimeter Security Gateway? 

A. Define two log servers on the VPN-1 NGX R65 Gateway object. Enable "Log Implied Rules" on the first log server.
Enable "Log Rule Base" on the second log server. Use Eventia Reporter to merge the two log server records into the
same database for HIPPA log audits. 

B. Install the "View Implicit Rules" package using SmartUpdate. 

C. In Global Properties > Reporting Tools check the box "Enable tracking all rules (including rules marked as \\'None\\'
in the Track column). Send these logs to a secondary log server for a complete logging history. Use your normal log
server for standard logging for troubleshooting. 

D. Check the "Log Implied Rules Globally" box on the VPN-1 NGX R65 Gateway object. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

After installing VPN-1 Pro NGX R65, you discover that one port on your Intel Quad NIC on the Security Gateway is not
fetched by a get topology request What is the most likely cause and solution? 

A. Make sure the driver for you particular NIC is available, and reinstall. You will be prompted for the driver. 

B. The NIC is faulty. Replace it and reinstall. 

C. If an interface is not configured, it is not recognized. Assign an IP and subnet mask using the WebUl. 

D. Your NIC driver is installed but was not recognized. Apply the latest SecurePlatform R65 Hotfix Accumulator (HFA). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command is used to uninstall the Security Policy directly from the Security Gateway? 

A. fwm unload.local 

B. fw kill policy 

C. cpstop 

D. fwunloadlocal 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



Which of the following is TRUE concerning unnumbered VPN Tunnel Interfaces (VTIs)? 

A. VTIs cannot be assigned a proxy interface 

B. Local IP addresses are not configured, remote IP addresses are configured 

C. VTIs are only supported on SecurePlatform 

D. VTI specific additional local and remote IP addresses are not configured 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The following configuration is for VPN-1 NGX R65:ls this configuration correct for Management High Availability? 

A. No, the SmartCenter Servers must be installed on the same operating system. 

B. No, the SmartCenter Servers do not have the same number of NICs. 

C. No, an NGXR65 SmartCenter Server cannot run on Red Hat Linux 7.3. 

D. NO, the SmartCenter Servers must reside on the same network. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

When synchronizing clusters, which of the following statements is NOT true? 

A. User Authentication connections will be lost by the cluster. 



B. Only cluster members running on the same OS platform can be synchronized. 

C. In the case of a failover, accounting information on the failed member may be lost despite a properly working
synchronization 

D. An SMTP resource connection using CVP will be maintained by the cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

The following is cphaprob state command output from one New Mode High Availability ClusterXL cluster member:Which
member will be active after member 192.168.1.2 fails over and is rebooted? 

A. Both members\\' state will be collision. 

B. 192.168.1.1 

C. 192.168.1.2 

D. Both members\\' state will be active. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the command to upgrade an NG with Application Intelligence R55 SmartCenter Server running on
SecurePlatform to VPN-1 NGX R65? 

A. upgrade_mgmt 

B. fwinstall_mgmt 

C. fwm upgrade_tool 

D. patch add cd 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Your online bookstore has customers connecting to a variety of Web servers to place or change orders, and check order



status. You ran penetration tests through the Security Gateway, to determine if the Web servers were protected from a
recent series of cross-site scripting attacks. The penetration testing indicated the Web servers were still vulnerable. You
have checked every box in the Web Intelligence tab, and installed the Security Policy. What else might you do to reduce
the vulnerability? 

A. Configure the Security Gateway protecting the Web servers as a Web server. 

B. The penetration software you are using is malfunctioning and is reporting a false- positive. 

C. Check the "Web Intelligence" box in the SmartDefense > HTTP Protocol Inspection. 

D. Check the "Products > Web Server" box on the host node objects representing your Web servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

SmartDefense profiles are: 

A. Files that take 3MB of RAM from the user console machine. 

B. Able to be cloned, but only from the command line. 

C. Configurable up to 20 for all VPN-1 R65 Gateways and above. 

D. Configurable from either the SmartDefense tab or from the Gateway itself. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a Consolidation Policy? 

A. A global Policy used to share a common enforcement policy for multiple similar Security Gateways 

B. The collective name of the logs generated by Eventia Reporter 

C. The collective name of the Security Policy, Address Translation, and SmartDefense Policies 

D. The specific Policy written in SmartDashboard to configure which log data is stored in the Eventia Reporter database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Your bank\\'s distributed VPN-1 NGX R65 installation has Security Gateways up for renewal. Which SmartConsole
application will tell you which Security Gateways have licenses that will expire within the next 30 days? 

A. Smartupdate 

B. SmartView Tracker 



C. SmartDashboard 

D. SmartPortal 

Correct Answer: D 
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